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Objective: This study assessed the efficacy and safety of different modalities for managing nasolacrimal duct obstruction and 
epiphora in children over one year.
Methods: We performed a non-randomized prospective study on 98 children (149 eyes) with epiphora and no history of lacrimal 
operation. The selected candidates attended the ENT and ophthalmology outpatient clinics of Minia University Hospital, seeking to 
treat epiphora that may or may not be associated with sinonasal pathology. Nasolacrimal operations involved a joint approach 
involving an otorhinolaryngologist and an ophthalmologist.
Results: Ninety-eight children (149 eyes) were identified. Ages varied from 1 to 12 years old. Conservative measures were successful 
in 32.6% of children. Silicone stents were used in 27.5% of the interventions with a mean time to removal of 3–6 months. The success 
rate for dacryocystorhinostomy (DCR) was 85.7%. Revision surgery was performed in 10% of probing cases, 8% of intubation cases, 
and 14.3% of DCR patients. The concomitant chronic sinonasal problems were evident in 62.2% of patients.
Conclusion: Conservative measures, probing, endonasal nasolacrimal intubation, endoscopic DCR, and external DCR are safe and 
effective procedures for epiphora in children. Also, correcting concomitant nasopharyngeal or sinonasal diseases in epiphora patients is 
crucial for successful management, overcoming recurrence, and minimizing morbidity.
Keywords: pediatric epiphora, pediatric dacryocystorhinostomy, endonasal nasolacrimal intubation, sinonasal pathology

Introduction
Congenital epiphora affects up to 20% of all newborns. It usually results from the incomplete development of the lower 
end of the tear duct with persistent web membrane at the site of Hasner’s valve or bony abnormalities, known collectively 
as congenital nasolacrimal duct obstruction (CNLDO). The reported rate of spontaneous resolution is 90% within the 
first year of life.1

For cases where obstruction does not resolve spontaneously, conservative measures such as lacrimal sac massage and 
medical treatment proved effective in many children.2 Fortunately, many cases unresolved by conservative measures in 
the first year of age benefit from nasolacrimal endoscopic assisted probing and irrigation. However, the success rate of 
this maneuver is inversely related to the age of the child.3,4

Lacrimal intubation has become a widely used procedure for congenital nasolacrimal duct obstruction that does not 
improve by conservative medical treatment or unsuccessful probing.5,6

When NLDO is unresponsive to less invasive lines of treatment, such as probing and intubation, or when associated 
with recurrent dacryocystitis, pediatric DCR is instituted. Previously, such cases received external DCR. However, 
endoscopic DCR has become more common nowadays.7,8

In the current work, we investigated the correlation between sinonasal pathologies and nasolacrimal disorders in 
patients with uni- or bilateral NLDO.9,10 We evaluated the prevalence of sinonasal abnormalities of anatomical, 
inflammatory, or infectious etiology, such as polyps, nasal allergy, and adenoid hypertrophy observed.
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Aim of This Study
We aimed to evaluate the outcomes of collaborative ophthalmological and ENT endonasal procedures for managing 
persistent epiphora with or without associated sinonasal disease in pediatric candidates. Besides, we sought to establish 
a clear plan for managing pediatric epiphora.

Patients and Methods
This study followed a prospective design comprising 98 children selected from Minia University Hospital outpatients 
after full ENT and ophthalmological assessment. Eyes diagnosed with epiphora (n = 149), plus or minus sinonasal 
manifestations, were included. Of the 98 children, 61 presented with sinonasal problems (Table 1). Children were 
evaluated between December 2020 and September 2022 and received medical and/or surgical treatment for persistent 
nasolacrimal system obstruction. A successful outcome was indicated by symptomatic relief.

Informed written consent was obtained from the parents of the patients after carefully explaining the details of the 
study.

*Inclusion criteria:
– Excessive eye watering in children aged 1 to 12 years (unilateral or bilateral).
– Possible presence of sinonasal symptoms such as nasal obstruction, snoring, allergic manifestations (sneezing/ 

itching/rhinorrhea), and/or nasal discharge.
*Exclusion criteria:

– Children less than one year of age.
– Eye conditions, such as punctal maldevelopment, congenital ectropion, blepharitis, congenital glaucoma, and 

conjunctivitis.
– Children who underwent nasolacrimal operations such as probing, intubation, or DCR surgery.
– Cases of lacrimal fistula and dacryocystitis.

Conservative and Medical Measures
All 98 cases received conservative medical treatment, including Crigler’s lacrimal sac massage. Besides, in conjunction 
with eye measures, 61 patients received decongestants, antihistaminics, and nasal or systemic steroids for treating their 
sinonasal complaints. Parents were encouraged to apply topical antibiotic eye drops whenever an infected discharge 
appeared in a child’s eye. All cases were regularly evaluated every two weeks for clinical improvement and relief of 
seasonal symptoms.

These conservative medical measures continued for at least six weeks in all cases unless spontaneous recovery of 
epiphora was achieved or when probing was decided for cases showing no improvement. In the current study, 
spontaneous recovery was observed in 15 cases of isolated epiphora and 17 cases of epiphora associated with nasal 
allergy.

Table 1 Associated Nasopharyngeal or Sinonasal Pathology

Abnormality No. of Children (No. of Eyes)

Nasal allergy 28 (56)

Adenoid hypertrophy 20 (40)

Deviated nasal septum 7 (7)

Unilateral choanal atresia 4 (4)

Unilateral antrochoanal polyp 1 (1)

Unilateral Allergic fungal rhinosinusitis 1 (1)
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Invasive Treatment of NLDO
The cases that failed to respond to conservative measures underwent invasive treatment by endoscopy-guided probing, 
silicone tube intubation, or dicryocystorhinostomy (DCR).

The first-line invasive procedure: endoscopy-guided probing and syringing of the lacrimal passages with surgical 
correction of nasal or nasopharyngeal disease, if present, was performed in 30 children older than one year and younger 
than four. Twenty of these children were associated with nasal allergy (treated conservatively) or nasopharyngeal adenoid 
hypertrophy, which was treated with combined technique adenoidectomy (at the same operative session).

Endoscopy guidance improved the detection and handling of variations in the submucosal entry, the elastic membrane at the 
Hasner’s valve, and the presence of tight inferior concha. Thus, endoscopy-assisted probing achieved better success rates than the 
unguided technique, especially in complicated cases suffering from NLDO associated with nasal or posterior nasal pathology not 
resolved by treatment (Figure 1). On the other hand, the blind probing procedure can lead to complications such as false passages, 
bleeding, infection, and fibrosis of NLD. Failure of probing is identified by the recurrence of symptoms after primary probing, 
often within six weeks. Factors contributing to unsuccessful probing outcomes include improper maneuvering, narrowing of the 
opening leading to recurrence, probing at older ages, bilateral NLDO cases, and variations in the nasolacrimal anatomy.

The second line of invasive treatment, silicone tube intubation, was performed in three cases that failed to respond to 
probing beside 24 additional children aged 2–7 (Figure 2). Seventeen of these 24 cases presented with nasal allergy, 
nasopharyngeal adenoid hypertrophy, deviated nasal septum, or unilateral choanal atresia. These concomitant defects 
were simultaneously corrected at the same operative session in the affected patients as follows:

– 4 cases with associated nasal allergy received conservative treatment.
– 5 cases with nasopharyngeal adenoid hypertrophy were treated with combined technique adenoidectomy (transoral/ 

transnasal).
– 5 children with deviated nasal septum were treated by endoscopic septoplasty.
– 3 cases with unilateral choanal atresia were treated by endoscopic canalization and stenting.

silicone intubation is an invasive maneuver where a bi- or mono-canalicular silicone stent is inserted and left in place for 
3–6 months. The success rate of probing and intubation is inversely related to the child’s age. The morbidities of 
intubation include punctal damage, tube extrusion, and local granuloma formation.

The third line of invasive treatment, dacryocystorhinostomy (DCR), was performed in 2 cases that failed to resolve 
after silicone intubation and in 12 patients suffering from recurrent or chronic dacryocystitis (4–12 years old), Figure 3.

The external DCR, the “gold standard” maneuver, was carried out in seven cases that had isolated epiphora. The other 
seven patients, who had epiphora accompanied by sinonasal disorder, received Endonasal DCR as follows:

– Two cases had nasopharyngeal adenoid hypertrophy: treated with combined technique adenoidectomy (transoral/ 
transnasal).

– Two children had deviated nasal septum: treated by endoscopic septoplasty.
– One case had unilateral choanal atresia: treated by endoscopic canalization with stenting.

Figure 1 Endoscopic-assisted probing.
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– One case had a unilateral antro-choanal polyp: treated by endoscopic removal with wide middle meatal 
antrostomy.

– One case had allergic fungal rhinosinusitis: treated by functional endoscopic sinus surgery.
The degree of recovery from previous complaints determines the clinical success of DCR. The most typical problem of 
pediatric endonasal DCR is the early extrusion of the silicone tube. Although it does not usually lead to further 
complications, premature tube loss may increase the possibility of long-term failure. Nonetheless, endoscopic DCR 
has success rates approaching those of external DCR in the pediatric population.

Data Analysis and Statistics
The SPSS software (version 22) was used for data entry and statistical analyses. Descriptive statistics were used to 
illustrate the study findings. Quantitative variables were presented as the mean and standard deviation, while 
qualitative data were illustrated as frequencies and percentages. Figures were drawn with the help of Microsoft 
Excel 2010.

Figure 2 Endoscopic guided nasolacrimal silicone intubation.

Figure 3 Insertion of eagle tube under vision after opening of lacrimal sac in endoscopic DCR.
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Results
Demographic Data
Ninety-eight children (50 girls and 48 boys; 149 eyes) with excessive tearing were involved in this study. The mean age 
was 5.62 ± 1.7 years, and the age range was 1 to 12 years (Table 2).

Sixty-one (62.2%) of the 98 children had associated nasopharyngeal or sinonasal pathologies as follows:
– 28 cases had associated nasal allergy.
– 20 patients had associated nasopharyngeal adenoid hypertrophy.
– 7 cases had deviated nasal septum.
– 4 patients had unilateral choanal atresia.
– 1 child had an antro-choanal polyp.
– 1 patient had unilateral allergic fungal rhinosinusitis.

Thirty-seven cases (40 eyes) presented with isolated epiphora with no accompanying sinonasal comorbidity (Table 3 and Table 4).
Following only the conservative and medical measures, the epiphora of 32 patients improved spontaneously, with 

a success rate of 32.6% of the total number of patients.
On the other hand, endoscopically guided probing and syringing of the lacrimal passages with correction of nasal or 

nasopharyngeal disease (when present) resulted in 90% success (27 of 30 cases) in children aged 1–4 (Figure 4). Three 
patients who were unresponsive to probing showed clinical improvements after silicone intubation.

Moreover, silicone nasolacrimal intubation in children between 2 and 7 years old resulted in 90% success in resolving 
isolated epiphora in nine of 10 cases with no associated sinonasal disease. Besides, 17 of these 24 cases (94.1%) showed 
improved excessive watering of the eye, which was related to sinonasal comorbidity, upon nasolacrimal intubation (Figure 5).

Besides the 12 cases with recurrent or chronic dacryocystitis (aged 4–12), DCR has been carried out in 2 cases that 
failed to resolve after nasolacrimal intubation. The surgical procedure was performed either as an open DCR (7 patients 
with isolated epiphora) or as an Endonasal DCR (7 cases of epiphora plus sinonasal disorder). The two methods showed 
the same success rate of 85.7%, with only two patients requiring revision surgery (Figure 6).

Table 2 Sociodemographic Data of Studied 
Children

Variable Value Total 98 (100%)

Age

Mean ±SD 5.62 ± 1.7

Range 1–12

Gender

Male 48 (48.98%)
Female 50 (51.02%)

Table 3 Distribution of Studied Patients According to Disease

Variable Total Number 
of Cases 98 
(100%) Eyes 149 
(100%)

Percentage

Isolated Epiphora

No of children 37 37.76%
No of eyes 40 26.85%

Epiphora with sinonasal pathology
No of children 61 62.24%

No of eyes 109 73.15%
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The successful outcomes were defined as the relief of symptoms of NLDO ± syringing in co-operative older children 
to see the fluid coming through the new ostium by endoscopy and improvement of sinonasal manifestations in the 
affected patients.

Discussion
Congenital nasolacrimal duct obstruction (CNLDO) is the most common cause of epiphora in infants and young children. 
This condition resolves spontaneously in 85–96% of cases by the age of 1 year.11,12 Chronic rhinosinusitis and other 
sinonasal comorbidities induce excessive eye tearing due to inflammation of the lower part of the nasolacrimal duct.13 In the 
current study, we investigated the outcomes of different interventions on clinical outcomes in 98 children aged 1–12 with 
excessive tearing of 1 or both eyes. All patients received conservative medical measures. For unresolved epiphora, different 
surgical procedures were performed by an expert team of ophthalmology/ENT surgeons. Patients were regularly evaluated 
to ensure the relief of manifestations and to confirm the patency of the lacrimal passage by postoperative endoscopy. The 
results showed that the success rate in children with non-isolated nasolacrimal obstruction was comparable to that in 
isolated epiphora, possibly because the sinonasal pathology was diagnosed and corrected simultaneously with epiphora.14

Endoscopic-guided NLD probing is a safe and feasible option as a primary management strategy for epiphora. However, 
the failure rate of probing increases with age—previous studies associated worse outcomes with age over two years.15,16

Nasolacrimal intubation performed by the operative team is rapid and has minimal complications. The optimum 
tensioning of the tube is essential to prevent cheese wiring through the puncta (when the tube is too tight) or the tube 
from getting out of the puncta (when the tube is too loose). Although optimizing tube tension requires a certain level of 
skill by the surgeon, cheese wiring did not change the cure rate. On the other hand, the prolapse of the silicone tube was 
annoying to the parents; it often necessitated early tube removal, and it could lead to a failed procedure. Thus, a question 
arises about the appropriate duration for the retention of tubes. In our study, the silicone intubation stent was maintained 
in situ for 3–6 months.5,17

Table 4 Frequencies of Associated Nasopharyngeal or Sinonasal 
Pathology Among Studied Cases

Variable Value Frequency Total 
N of Children (61) Eyes 
(109)

Percentage 
(%) 100%

Nasal allergy
No of children 28 −45.90%

No of eyes 56 −51.38%

Adenoid hypertrophy

No of children 20 −32.79%
No of eyes 40 −36.70%

Deviated nasal septum
No of children 7 −11.48%

No of eyes 7 −6.40%

Unilateral choanal atresia

No of children 4 −6.56%

No of eyes 4 −3.67%

Unilateral antrochoanal polyp

No of children 1 −1.64%
No of eyes 1 −0.92%

Unilateral Allergic fungal 
rhino sinusitis

No of children 1 −1.64%

No of eyes 1 −0.92%
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Figure 4 Success and failure percentage of probing among studied cases.
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Figure 5 Success and failure percentage of intubation among studied cases.
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The DCR procedure is reserved for intubation-resistant NLDO cases and recurrent or chronic dacryocystitis patients. 
Usually, doctors prefer to postpone the surgery until the child reaches 3 to 4 years to avoid any undesirable effects on the 
growth of nasal bones.18

Our study results confirmed the safety and feasibility of endoscopic DCR as a good option for epiphora in children. 
Endoscopic DCR has many advantages: it is more cosmetic (no skin incision), it preserves the medial canthus, it does not 
affect the physiology of the lacrimal system, it offers better control of intraoperative epistaxis, and its recovery time is 
faster.19 In addition, sinonasal or nasopharyngeal pathologies can be treated in the same operative session and take 
a shorter time than the external technique.20

In children, some important technical points are different from those in adults. In children, identifying anatomical 
landmarks is difficult because of the different pneumatization of agger nasi, and, unlike in adults, the lacrimal eminence 
and uncinate process may be hidden. The nonendoscopic (external) DCR procedure has a comparable success rate to the 
endoscopic maneuver but without disadvantages such as the high cost and required surgical experience.21,22

Conclusions
Conservative measures, probing, endonasal nasolacrimal intubation, endoscopic DCR, and external DCR are safe and 
effective procedures for dealing with epiphora in children. Besides, correction of possibly present nasopharyngeal or 
sinonasal diseases in epiphora patients is very important for successful management, overcoming recurrence, and 
minimizing morbidity.
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Figure 6 Success and failure percentage of DCR among studied cases.
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